
All You Need Is Love 
Beatles 

Fill in the blanks with your favorite things: people, food, animals, places, family, friends, etc 
 
    ,       ,     , 
 
    ,       ,     , 
 
    ,       ,     , 
 
There’s nothing you can do that can’t be done 
Nothing you sing that can’t be sung 
Nothing you can say but you learn how to play the game. It’s easy 
 
Nothing you can make that can’t be made 
No one you can save that can’t be saved 
Nothing you can do but you can learn to be you in time. It’s easy 
 
All you need is       
 
All you need is       
 
All you need is      ,        
 
      is all you need 
 
Nothing you can know that isn’t known 
Nothing you can see that isn’t shown 
Nowhere you can be that isn’t where you’re meant to be. It’s easy 
 
All you need is       
 
All you need is       
 
All you need is      ,        
 
      is all you need 
 
Love is all you need (Love is all you need) 
Love is all you need (Love is all you need) 



All You Need Is Love 
Beatles 

 
 
Love, Love, Love. Love, Love, Love. Love, Love, Love. 
There's nothing you can do that can't be done. 
Nothing you can sing that can't be sung. 
Nothing you can say but you can learn how to play the game. It's easy. 
 
Nothing you can make that can't be made. 
No one you can save that can't be saved. 
Nothing you can do but you can learn how to be you in time. It's easy. 
All you need is love, All you need is love. 
All you need is love, love. Love is all you need. 
  
Nothing you can know that isn't known. 
Nothing you can see that isn't shown. 
Nowhere you can be that isn't where you're meant to be. It's easy. 
 
All you need is love, All you need is love. 
All you need is love, love. Love is all you need. 
 
All you need is love (All together, now!) 
All you need is love. (Everybody!) 
All you need is love, love. 
Love is all you need (love is all you need). 
 

Discussions 
 

1. While listening to the song, underline/circle words or phrases that are meaningful to 
you. 

2. After listening each person states which words/phrases that were underlined and why. 
3. Write down one word that could describe this song. 
4. What is the message of the song for you? 
5. Do you have anything in common with the song? What? 
6. What type of feelings did the song stimulate? 
7. What kind of person is this person singing to/about? 
8. How would you describe the relationship of the people in the song? 
9. What is the attitude of the singer? 

 


